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Abstract. The results of the study of the fodder preparation quality by the combined feeding unit that provides 

simultaneous grinding and mixing the components with the following dosed distribution to the cattle are given. 

The method of assessing uniformity of feed mixing for the distribution of moisture was tested. Hypothesis of the 

method for assessing uniformity of fodder mixtures and without making any selection control component is 

based on the redistribution of moisture feed components to each other in the process of mixing. The production 

tested method of assessing of the mixture quality was conducted during the preparation of feed for cattle by a 

mobile fodder preparation combined unit, which provided simultaneous grinding and mixing of the components 

with the following dosed distribution of them into the troughs or on the feed tables. Dosage of the starting 

components, when loading them into the hopper, was performed by using of the weighted mobile fodder 

preparation combined unit. Moisture content of feed ingredients and feed mixtures was determined by the 

moisture tester VLK-01, a grain moisture tester also can be used (similar Wile-55, Finland). Indicators of the 

evaluation of the mixing quality according to the method of moisture distribution were compared with the results 

of no uniformity mixing, defined by the standard method, which involves the addition of a control component 

(sugar beet seeds) in the amount of 1 % relative to the weight of the feed mixture. After downloading of the 

latest component into the feed hopper unit, the minimum acceptable requirements of livestock uniform mixing 

(85 %) is provided by stirring for 6-8 minutes. Indicators of the assessment of mixing by the method of moisture 

distribution and control component practically coincided during the time of feed processing. 
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Introduction 

The basis of intensive livestock is known to be full feeding, which provides sufficient amount of 

feed production, minimizing their losses during harvesting and storage, as well as proper and quality 

preparation for feeding. The major factors of feeding are [1]: a complete set of essential nutrients, 

timely and optimally coordinated quantitatively flow to animals. 

For sufficient meeting the needs of cattle feed rations it should be balanced about 20 normalized 

indicators for cattle and 50-80 indicators – for pigs and poultry [2]. And the number of the monitored 

indicators increases with increasing the intensification level of livestock. 

The results of the research and manufacture experience show that the maximum technological 

efficiency (livestock products) feed resources only in processed form as a part of complete balanced 

mixtures provide maximum benefit. It is established, for example [3], when the diets of 

cattle(ruminants) lack 20-25 % digestible protein, the yield is reduced by 30-35 %. This feed unit costs 

increased by 30-40 %, and the cost of manufactured products increased by 1.5 times. Costs for 

processing feed in the process of preparation for feeding is 3-4 times less than the cost additionally 

obtained due to animal products [4]. However, in the future, we must specifically focus on how to get 

more milk from each unit of feed rather than simply on how to get more milk from each cow. 

Thus, the increasing of the livestock efficiency is impossible without proper preparation of fodder 

for feeding [5]. This process may include various manufacturing operations, among which the most 

important and mandatory are crushing of components and preparation of balanced mixtures [6]. 

During the process of fodder preparation the quality of grinding products is determined by the 

average particle size and the uniformity of feed fractional composition; the mixing quality criterion is 

the uniformity of distribution of feed components together in the composition of the feed mixture. The 

latter index is important when preparing the feed mixtures not for individual cattle, but for the entire 

process groups [7]. 

Traditionally, to assess the uniformity of mixing the control component is used (calibrated seed of 

beets, corn, millet, etc.), which is added to the feed mixture in small quantities [8]. This method takes 

more time and significant labor costs for its implementation and sometimes requires special laboratory 

equipment. In case of production inspection the control components must be safe for further feeding of 

fodder mixture for cattle. It should also be noted that in cases of simultaneous grinding and mixing of 

feeds the variant with the use of control components of organic origin is much more complicated, 
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because after their crushing it is completely impossible to distinguish them from the obtained 

mixtures. 

As it was mentioned above, the search and development of new methods to assess the quality of 

preparation of complete, balanced feed mixtures are very important and have a scientific and practical 

significance. 

Materials and methods 

There are different ways to assess the quality of mixing powdered feed components. Thus, in [9] 

it is described how to assess the uniformity of mixing in preparation of animal feed additive with 

liquid fat. The coefficient of uniformity is determined by digital image processing. With simultaneous 

grinding and mixing of feed ingredients for the control component [10] iron powder was used with the 

particle size 0.2-1 mm, it was used allowing to separate it from the samples of the prepared mixtures 

by a magnet. 

There is a possibility of determining the distribution uniformity of forages when tested the 

shredder-mixtures for such index as moisture basis [11], but this option has virtually no assessment of 

the production test. 

Known methods make it possible to use the minimum permissible sample for concentration of the 

control component to figure the uniformity coefficient of mixture [12]. However, the ways and 

methods of assessing the quality of the mixing process, in particular the uniformity of the fodder 

mixtures, require further research and improvement for simplification of the methods and reduction of 

the complexity of their implementation [13]. 

The purpose of the work. Testing the method for assessing the quality (uniformity) of mixing 

through redistribution of moisture in fodder mixtures for cattle [14]. 

The results of the research. Hypothesis of the method for assessing uniformity of fodder mixtures 

and without making any selection control component based on the redistribution of moisture feed 

components to each other in the process of mixing. 

According to the given composition of feed intake (normalized for dose and source components 

that are part of it) before preparing of the feed mixture the moisture content of each component till 

download into the hopper of the mixer should be determined. Then you calculate the expected 

(theoretical) mixture humidity Wst , an average index of the known formula (1): 
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where m1, т2, тп – mass of starting components that make up the feed ration, kg; 

 W1, W2, Wп – humidity of the appropriate feed ingredients, %. 

During the preparation of the feed mixture the samples are taken and their actual humidity is 

determined Wf. Comparison of the actual and theoretical moisture allows to estimate the distribution of 

moisture in the whole volume of the prepared mixtures, hence the uniformity of mixing feed 

components. The degree of non-uniformity mixing or deviation from the expected value δ is (2): 

 δ = 
st

fst

W

WW −
100 % (2) 

For accurate assessment of mixing uniformity for the moisture distribution the samples should be 

selected from different zones of the mixer volume of the batch actions or at the regular intervals at the 

output of the streaming (continuous) mixer. Numbers of samples are taken depending on the structural 

composition of feed rations from operating zoo technical requirements as to the uniformity mixtures 

and necessary probability of the result. Referring to the results of the research and industrial practice 

tests of feed mixtures, the number of samples can be recommended between 10 and 120. In [7] it is 

observed that in the wet preparation of mixtures with the inclusion of the stem and juicy fodder 20-

40 samples provide probable results 0.95. 
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The mass of the sample Mpis recommended [5] to take with the conditions for achieving the 

required accuracy of assessment. For options with a control component Mp is given by: 
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where Vc – average volume of a particle of the control component cm
3
;  

 ρкк – density of the control component; kg·cm
-3

;  

 ρкс – density of the feed mixture, kg·cm
-3

; 

 α – given significance level (probability for ε = 0.95, α = 1.96);  

 k – weight of the control component in the mixture, k = 0.01. 

In practice in testing of agricultural machinery, when the quality of the mass mixtures is 

determined, the samples are taken for fodder mixtures 5 grams, wet mixtures for pigs and dry mixtures 

for cattle 100 grams and for wet mixtures for cattle 300-500 grams. 

In a simplified form (without determining the moisture of the starting components and the 

expected mixture humidity) of the assessment of mixture uniformity the moisture of the prepared 

mixtures is accepted as a controlled setting. 

Then moisture uniformity is determined in the samples taken from the entire volume of mixtures. 

The production tested method of assessing the mixtures quality was conducted during the 

preparation of feed for cattle (Fig. 1) by a mobile fodder preparation combined unit (MFPCU), which 

provided simultaneous grinding and mixing of the components with the following dosed distribution 

of them into the troughs or on the feed tables. 

 

a b 

Fig.1. Scheme (a) andgeneralview (b) MFPCU: 1 – screw; 2 – bunker; 3 – frame; 4 – ladder;  

5 – display of the weighing system; 6 – reducer; 7 – knife; 8 – paw supports; 9 against cuts;  

10 – sensor weighing system 

Dosage of the starting components, when loading them into the hopper, was performed by using 

the weighted unit MFPCU. 

Moisture content of feed ingredients and feed mixtures was determined by the moisture tester 

VLK-01, a grain moisture tester also can be used (similar Wile-55, Finland). 

In the process of preparing the feed mixture in the MFPCU, when loading the fodder components 

according to the recipe, mixing takes place on the principle of mixing conditionally two fodder 

components. 

This assertion is based on the principle of MFPCU. 

After loading of the first component into the feed hopper, the last unit moves to the next and at the 

same time the loaded component is crushed. 

Then another component is added to the tank, where further grinding with simultaneous mixing of 

the downloaded components to each other takes place, thus forming mixtures with other physical and 

mechanical properties that are different from the original. 
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To these previous mixtures as a conventional single component the next component from the 

storage is added, etc. 

Indicators of the evaluation of the mixing quality according to the method of moisture distribution 

were compared with the results of no uniformity mixing, defined by the standard method, which 

involves the addition of a control component (sugar beet seeds) in the amount of 1 % relative to the 

weight of the feed mixture. 

No uniformity mixture in the version with a control component coefficient of variation ν is: 
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where Хі – concentration of the control component in samples, grams; 

n

X

=X

n

i∑
1 –arithmetic average deviation of the component concentration; n– number of 

analyzed samples. 

The degree of the mixture uniformity δ thus is determined by the expression: δ = 100 – ν. 

Results and discussion 

The studies show that the process occurs very rapidly (Fig. 2): after downloading of the latest 

component into the feed hopper unit, the minimum acceptable requirements of livestock feed uniform 

mixing (85 %) is provided by stirring for 6-8 minutes. 

 

Fig. 2. Dependence of quality of feeding preparation on processing time (after downloading of 

latest component in bunker MFPCU): 1– uniformity index δ was determined by the method of 

moisturesredistribution; 2 – δ defined by the control component 
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The indicators of assessment of mixing by the method of moisture distribution and control 

component practically coincided during the time of feed processing. 

All known methods for assessing the quality of mixing, pre-prepared feed components, have some 

inconvenience when used in production conditions. For example, the homogeneity assessment of 

mixing mixed fodders with the use of liquid fat additive requires the use of special digital equipment 

that determines the uniformity of the mixing ratio. Such a technique can be used in preparation of 

similar types of fodder mixtures. In case of simultaneous shredding and mixing of the ingredients of 

mixed fodder, for checking the qualitative parameters of the mixture, cast iron powder is used as a 

control component with a particle size of 0.2-1 mm. The disadvantage of this method is the incomplete 

allocation of samples from the cooked mixture using a magnet. Samplings of the feed mixture have to 

be disposed of. Other valuation methods need a lot of time.  

The hypothesis of the method for assessing the uniformity of mixing the feed mixture, without 

introducing and isolating any control component, is based on the redistribution of the moisture of the 

feed components between themselves in the process of mixing them. The method makes it possible to 

control the quality indices of the feed components immediately before cooking the feed mixture.First 

of all, it is necessary to determine the humidity of each component. Based on the results obtained, we 

calculate the moisture content of the mixture as a weighted average. The simplicity and efficiency of 

the method is that, in the process of preparing the feed mixture, samples of the mixture are close in 

weight and volume and determine their actual humidity. Comparison of the actual and estimated 

humidity allows us to evaluate the uniformity of the mixing of feed components by analyzing the 

patterns of moisture distribution in the entire volume of the prepared mixture. 

Sampling should be carried out in different locations (zones) of the mixer hopper, which allows 

achieving a high degree of uniformity of mixing. Also, in the version without preliminary 

determination of the moisture content of the initial components and the calculated moisture of the 

mixture, the assessment of the uniformity of mixing is carried out according to the steady 

(approximate) indicators of humidity of the prepared feed mixture. 

The proposed method for assessing the uniformity of mixing, by redistributing moisture in feed 

mixes, can be implemented in mixers as an automatic option. 

Conclusions 

1. The testing method for assessing the quality of mixing by redistribution of moisture in feed 

mixtures for cattle showed the complete adequacy of the results compared with the traditional 

method of using a control component. This first version is marked by simplicity of 

implementation, provides the ability to determine quickly the uniformity of mixing and can be 

used in cases of simultaneous grinding and mixing of feed. 

2. The minimum adequate mixing time after the last component in the tank MFPCU is determined. 
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